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Although it IS pretty limited, it's very cute and perfect for more modern or "realistic" games. I really like it, but I don't
recommend it to people who want fantasy or surreal characters in their game unless they are skilled in spriting. I do like it still..
GREAT!!! Worth every single last penny.. This works like it says on the tin. It includes additional body types and clothing, but
buyer beware. If you use a Second Story body-type, you cannot use anything other than Second Story clothing on it, and vice
versa. There is simply not enough content in this to support such a decision. If you pick a Male Body Template from Second
Story, you cannot use Male clothes from VX or XP. You must use Second Story items on Second Story items, which doesn't
work given the general lack of content included. You would have to use the bodies and make your own clothes if you wished to
use this in a full game.. Not bad for $4.. Cons: - "Enjoy Hundreds Of New Items" If my count is correct, there are 114 items.
That would be one hundred+, without the s. The implication that there is two or more hundred items in this pack is false. -
Duplicate items. Almost half of the items in this pack are recolored variants of the same items. There is actually 1 item that is
just a complete duplicate for no reason. - Character generator. This is a cool idea, but the female characters will either have an
open jacket with nothing underneath, or a shirt/bikini/etc. without a jacket. I was able to fix this easily enough by adding my
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own generator rules. - Incorrect character animation frame order. If the left and right frames show both the left and right arms
moving forward at the same time, the hair flipping back and forth will be inconsistent. The up and down frames have the same
issue with the arms and frame order. These items are fixer-uppers and aren't in any way complete or correct in their current
forms. - All things considered, this DLC is overpriced. The new items are nice, but they're not $3 to $5 nice. Pros: - Roughly
"14.25" new items: Light and Dark skinned variants of Male or Female variants of Bright or Natural items. 14.25 * 2 * 2 * 2 =
114 images. - The new items aren't bad, they just need maintenance. - Decent character generator.. Personally, I enjoy the style
used within the Second Story sprites. I am using them in a short practice game to test them out. My only downview is the lack of
content. Although the materials are nice, and pretty modern, there isn't much content within this DLC. I hope to see more
content added down the line though, as I do love the style used.. This dlc is perfect. I am planning to make a modern setting
game with RPG Maker VX Ace and this allows me to make characters that are not fantasy style. The styles of clothing and hair
were exactly what i was looking for for my 3 main characters. If you want to make modern character sprites then this is perfect
for your RPG.. This is a wonderful add-on for GCH and worth every penny. It comes with a nice amount of clothing options to
work from, especially if your using a modern setting for your game, although it's a tad lacking on the fantasy side.. This has a
serious problem with tranfering to an engine.
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